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EXTRACTION OF SLOW MUONS GENERATED NEAR TARGETt
KOSAI TANABEt
Physics Departn1ent, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
The .behaviour of th.e slow muons generated from th~ pion ~ecay near the primary target is investigated in great
detaIl. . The calculatto~sa.re based on the recently avaIlable pIon production cross sections, which include measure-
ments ~t large ~rodu~tIon ~n~les ~nd ~ow momenta. The characteristics of the available muon flux are derived by
eva~uattng the IntensIty d.lstnb~tIon In momentum space,. muon polarization, and integrated flux intensity for
vanous parameters of an Intenttonally misaligned channel.
Applying the a~ov~ results we .investigate possible methods of transport. Evaluations of the beam intensity
~nd a~er~ge polarIzatIon are carned out for some simple systems. The result implies that the expected output
IntensIty IS comparable to that from an elaborate stopped muon channel of the standard type.
]. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in elementary particle
physics, nuclear physics, and atomic physics have
indicated the need for intense muon beams.(1,2,3)
Several such muon channels(4,S,6,7) are already in
use, or under construction.(S,9) The method of
muon collection and transport in all these channels
is based on the .principle whereby an intense pion
flux is guided through one portion of the channel,
and the major part of the muon beam is generated
via decay. The residual 'pions are separated from
muons at a later stage. There are, of course, some
differences in the tunings of the channels, target
positions, transport methods, and in the separation
of the surviving pions. In this type of channel
muons generated upstream. of the entrance to the
system contribute little to the output flux.
Experience in experimental meson physics,(lO)
and calculations relevant to the estimation of the
muon flux in the recent design study of a' stopped
muon channel(S) suggest the existence of a very
significant slow muon flux, or 'cloud' generated
from the decays of very low energy pions near the
primary target.
The present investigation is also motivated by the
available data(ll) for the production cross section
of charged pions at large production angles and low
. momenta. These show interesting behaviour from
our point of view. Pion production changes slowly
with increasing production angle (~900) for
t R~search (Report Yale 2726-588) supported by the US
AtomIC Energy Commission under Contract AT(30-1)2726.
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momenta less than 400 MeV/c; and it can be even
larger at 90° than at smaller angles, for some
momenta (~200MeV/c). Therefore the muon
distribution is expected to be spread widely in
production angle as well as in momentum space.
. Thi~ fact suggests another possibility for a high
IntensIty, low momentum muon beam which would
be feasible for stopped muon .experiments, provided
that a suitable method of collection and transport
can be found. If this could be achieved with simple
and inexpensive magnet systems, the muon cloud
channel would be extremely practicable.
The purpose of present paper is dual: first, we
study the characteristics of the muon flux in great
detail, and secondly consider the possible extraction
schemes. The calculations in the present paper are
based on the experimental pion production cross
. (11)
sectIons measured by the group of the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory and the values
obtained by extrapolating those data to the low
momentum region (~ 80 MeV/c) via the empirical
formula presented in Sec. 2. No approximation is
made for the decay kinematics. Through Sec. 4
all the properties of the muon clouds will be com-
puted neglecting the primary target size in com-
parison with the distance to the virtual entrance of
the chan~el, and with its aperture. OUf principal
results WIll not be much affected even if account is
taken of the actual target size. However, it \vill
be considered to design the channel in Sec. 5. All
the calculations have been carried out numerically
on the IBM 7094 computer at Yale University.
In Sec. 2 the characteristics of the muon cloud in
momentum space at a given spatial point will be
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investigated by evaluating the distribution and the
polarization. In Sec. 3 the broadness of the muon
distribution in momentum space will be stressed by
comparing the integrated di~tributions expected at
various misalignment angles. The average polariza-
tion. will also be calculated.
In Sec. 4 from the extraction point of view the
characteristics of the muon flux will be studied at
the entrance to a transpoit system, with finite
aperture size and with the assumed limits on the
acceptance angles.
In Sec. 5 pos~ible designs of extraction channels
will be considered by evaluating the output beam
intensity. In Sec. 6 our results will be summarized
and those implications will be discussed.
2. MUON DISTRIBUTION AND
POLARIZATION IN MOMENTUM
SPACE
The momentum space distribution for muons
generated in large angle decays differs considerably
from that appropriate. to pions. The properties of
those muon clouds will be investigated for low
momenta (;5 150 MeV/c), for which th~s charac-
teristic is especially true. Since a large portion of
the muon cloud distribution overlaps spatially with
pion flux, it will be accepted by the usual muon
channel, which has large acceptance both in physical
aperture and momentum direction. It is lost, how-
ever, at the channel wall ot removed along with the
pions at the analysing section of the channel. It
should be possible, however, to extract muon clouds,
if the mOlTIentum space distribution is wide enough.
Since the pion production cross section at the
very low momentum region (;5 80 MeV/c) is un-
known, it is to be extrapolated from the measured
cross sections at higher momenta. For this purpose
the following simple dependencet of the differential
production cross section on pion momentum is
assumed:
a3u1t/ap1t acos 0 o¢ ex. P1t2 • exp [ - p1t(1 +0/f3)/a]
. (1- Oln)(1 +O/y)· Olsin 0, (1)
where the numerical values of the three paranleters
a = 139.5 MeV/c, f3 = 0.863, and y =0.0802 (2)
t Similar exponential dependence is used in Ref. 13.
are derived from the experimental cross secti6ns(11)t
at large angles (~ 900 ), for 747-MeV protons on a
copper target.
Adjusting the value of the numerical constant
multiplying the right-hand side of Eq. (1) re-
produces the n- production cross section to ±10
per cent in the relevant regions of momenta. The
following calculations are carried out exclusively
for the case of n- and /l-. However, the intensities
for n+ and fl+ will be crudely inferred from the
corresponding n - results by multiplying these by
three, since the n+ yield at low momenta (;5 150
MeV/c) and large angles (45° - 90°) is roughly
from two to four times as large as the n- yield.
Throughout the present paper the following
values are assumed fixed:
Proton beam intensity: I = 1 flA
Initial kinetic energy = 750 MeV
Copper target thickness: t = 3.4 cm (corres-
ponding to 50-MeV kinetic energy loss).
The pion intensity per unit momentum, and per
unit solid angle a2NnlcPn ann is related to the
differential production cross section a2U rr /ap1C aQ1[
(/lb· (MeV/c· sr)-l) by
o2N1t/aPnann = N ·a2u1t/oP1t0nn, (3)
where the numerical constant N is given in terlTIS of
Avogadro number: A = 6.023 X 1023 mole- 1
Atomic lTIole weight of copper: M = 63.54
g. mole~l
Density of copper: p = 8.96 g. cm- 3
Unit charge: e = 1.60 x 10- 19 Coulomb
Thus:
N = (Ap/M)· (l/e)· t = 1.80 X 106 sec- 1 (4)
The longitudinal polarization PJI of muon in its
rest frame is given by
(5)
where t/J pol is the angle of the spin direction measured
from t~e direction of laboratory momentum, Err
and Ell are the laboratory energies of pion and
t The low en~rgy pion production cross sections by 725
and 600 MeV protons on various nuclei, observed at the








muon respectively, P/1' the Inuon laboratory
momentum, and P/1 = (rn 1/-rn/12)/(rn 1/+rn/12).
In order to describe the distribution at a given
spatial point the' following coordinates are defined
(see Fig. 1). The flux is examined at the reference
point 0 which is specified by the coordinates
(r, 8, ¢) relative to the cente~ of the pQint target T,
where r is the distance from the point T, 8 the polar
angle, or production angle measured from the
direction of the proton beam TB, and ¢ the
azimuthal angle.
The flux is assumed to be measured through the
plane, or flat window whose normal direction, Oz,
is specified by the deviation angle b, measured from
the direction TOZ. The misalignment of the plane
is specified by this quantity b. Hereafter the axes
Oz, OZ and the beam line TB are supposed to be
coplanar. Further, the deviation angle b is defined
to be positive (negative), when the point A, where
the axis Oz intersects the beam line, is downstrean1
(upstream) of the target T. .
The Cartesian coordinate system O-xyz is defined,
in which the xy-plane defines the window surface
and the x-axis intersects the beam line at point C.
The momentum vector p is described by the polar
coordinates (p, 0, <I».
In momentum space the muon distribution at a
given spatial point is expressed by the quantity
a3Np/ap/l ao as, which is a function of the
momentum P/1(P/I' 0, <1», the position specified by
the distance r and the production.angle8, and the
deviation angle b. Here ds stands for the element
of the. area dxdy defined in the xy-plane. The
solid angle element dO defined in momentum space
is given by d( - cos 0) d<I>.
Typical examples of the calculated differential ,
distributions expected at the windows for deviation
angles b = 0° and· 5° are plotted in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b), respectively. As for the distributions at the
window without misalignment at a production
angle ().= 90° and a distance r = 50 cm, there
appears to be no significant structure with respect
to the azimuthal angle <I>, for the nonzero values of
o at any momentum greater than 25 MeV/c. This
is because the TC - production cross section varies
little with the pr04uction angle at about 90°.' This
fact holds also for the distribution at smaller pro-
duction angles (~ 45°).
For muons with momenta less than 100 MeV/c
and e less than 10°, the number of muons increases
with increasing momentum. This comes about
because of the rapidly increasing number of muons
produced in forward pion decays. The pion flux
increases with momentum up to about 120 MeV/c.
The larger the muon momentum, the more
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FIG. 2. The muon distribution in momentum space at the production angle of 90° and the distance of 50 cm. The
abscissa is the azimuthal angle <1>, and the ordinate is the number of muons per unit volume of momentum space,
per unit time, and per unit area at the center of the misaligned window with the deviation angle of 0°, or
5°.. The distributions are given for momenta of 100 MeV/c (solid .curves), 50 MeV/c (dashed curves) and 25 MeVjc
(dotted curves), at various polar angles 0 of the momentum vector P,!) which are assigned to the curves.
decreasing 0, as expected from kinematics. For
instance, the distribution for a momentum of
100 MeVIc at 0 = 0° is 300 times greater than at
o = 10°, while the distribution for a momentum
of 50 MeV/c at e = 0° is 100 times greater than
at 0 = 10°.
When the distribution is observed with l5 = 5°, as
shown in Fig. 2(b), there appears a forward peak
(for small <1» at 0 = 5°~ which corresponds to the
distribution at l5 = 0° and 8 = 0° shown in Fig. 2(a).
There are some complicated.. but unimportant
structures which are closely related to the details of
the pion distribution. However, comparing the
two diagrams we can infer that the reduction in
integrated muon flux at finite l5 need not be sub-
stantial. The apparent large difference in the
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3. EXPECTED FLUX AND POLARIZATION
As a whole the polarization is small except at
very low momenta.
,In order to investigate the behaviour of the muon
cloud flux the distribution is integrated over a
certain e~.tent of the solid angle in momentum
space. Fora. maximum value 8 max = 6° of the
polar angle around. the normal to the virtual
observation window the muon flux intensity at the




= 0 dE>sinE> 0 dwo 3Np /osopp on.
The average polarization is also evaluated.
In Figs.4(a) and 4(b) the expected muon flux
intensity, and the average polarization at r = 50 em,
and at () = 45° and () = 90° are plotted as functions
of Pit and b. In Figs.5(a) and 5(b) the same
quantities are plotted for r = 100 em. As long as
the target size is negligibly small, the pion flux
intensity is constant for the b less than 8 max• The
pion flux intensities plotted in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)
are given in this 'sense and vanish for b > 8 max•
There is essentially no difference in muon spectra
and polarizations shown in Figs.. 4 and 5. The
muon intensities at r = 100 cm are less than those at
r = 50 cm by at most a factor of two, while the
factor is about four for the pion intensities. This
holds for momenta between 25 MeVjc and
150 MeVIc. The. muon intensities at () = 45° are
larger than those at e= 90° by a factor of less than
two.
The maximum flux intensity is dependent on b,
but is restricted to momenta between 75 MeVjc and
100 MeVjc, for a production angle of 90°.
It is remarkable that the dependence of the
intensity upon the b is very slight. The reduction
in intensity is less than the factor of two at low
momenta (;$ 100 MeV/c), even for a misalignment
of the window of ± 10°. We expect, therefore,
that the momentum space distribution of the slow
muons extends to a region which does not overlap
the pion. flux, whose qistribution is simply de..
te~mined by the geometrical position and .the size
of the target. This characteristic of the muon cloud
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At momenta less than 30 MeVjc no muon is
produced forward in the pion rest frame, so that
the polarization is more negative. The positive
values of the polarization at <P = 0° and 8 = 5° in
Fig. 3(b) correspond to those at8 = 0° in Fig. 3(a).
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distributions at 8 = 0° is not significant when
integrated, because of the correspondingly small
phase-space volume. This fact will be confirmed
by the explicit calculations in the 'next section.
The polarization of muons for () = 90° and r =
50 cm is plotted as the function of the momentum
P/-lp/l' 8, <1» for b = 0° and b = 5° in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b), respectively. The sign of the polarization is
positive for Jl- produced forward in the rest frame
of n-. At low momenta (30 MeVjc - 50 MeVjc),
the polarization is negative due to the large ad-
mixture of the muons from backward decays in the
pion rest frame, but emitted forward In the labora-
tory frame.
FIG. 3. The muon polarization in momentum
space at the production angle of 90° and the
distance of 50 cm. The abscissa is the azimuthal
angle <1>, and the ordinate is the polarization. The
polarizations are given for muon momenta of
100 MeV/c (solid curves), 50 MeV/c (dashed
curves) and 25 MeV/c (dotted curves), at various
polar angles e of the momentum vector PIH which























(a) at 8 = 450
100 150· 0 50
PfL< MeV Ie )
100 150
( b) at 8 = 90°
FIG. 4. Flux intensity and average polarization expected at the center of the misaligned window at the distance of
50 em. The muon intensity is evaluated by.integrating the distribution in momentum space up to 6° with respect to
the polar angle 8. The value of the deviation angle Dis indicated in the diagrams. The pion intensity is given by the
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(a) at 8 = 4 SO
100 150 0
PJL ( ,M e V Ie)
50 100 150
(b) at 8=.900
FIG. 5. Flux intensity and average polarization expected at the center of the misaligned window at the distance of
100 em. The notation is the same as in Fig. 4.
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( 0) at r = 5 0 em
The dependence of the angle-averaged polariza-
tion on momentum is more marked at () = 90° than
at () = 45°. The backward-forward ratio RBF is
defined by the number of muons from the backward
decays divided by one from the forward decays.
In Fig. 6 it is plotted at various production angles
and deviation angles. Since it differs little from
unity for momenta between 50 MeVjc and 100











PJL< MeV Ie) (b) at r = 100 em
FIG. 6. Backward-forward ratio. The production
angle 8 and the deviation angle 8 are indicated in
the diagrams.
In summary, the flux intensity of muon clouds
does not critically depend on the production angle,
and it is reduced less than the pion intensity with
increasing distance. The broadness of the spectrum
in the momentum direction is described by its
dependence on the deviation angle. This small
dependence strongly suggests the possibility of
collectIng muons by misaligning the entrance to the
channel to admit fewer pions. The expected
average value of the polarization will be less than
50 per cent for a reasonable acceptance, except for
the very low momentum region (~ 30 MeV/c).
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MUON
AND PION FLUXES AT THE
MISALIGNED '-ENTRANCE TO THE
CHANNEL
In order to investigate the behaviour of the muon
beam at the entrance to the channel we have to
know the beam intensity, which is defined as the
total flux intensity of muons passing through the
eritrance aperture. It is a function of the produc-
tion angle (), the distancer, and the deviation angle
b. When the finite size of the aperture is taken into
consideration, the beam intensity is calculated by
integrating the distribution, which is a function of
coordinates (x, x', y, y'), over a limited phase-space
volume. The muon beam intensities and the average
polarizations expected at the entrance for various
b, at () = 90°, are plotted in Fig. 7(a) for r = 50 em,
and in Fig. 7(b) for r = 100 cm. Here, the size of
the square aperture is 27.5 em x 27.5 em, and the
limits of acceptance in momentum direction is
±12.6° in both the x- and y-directions. It is
recognized that at a given b the muon spectrum has
a maximum at a momentum greater than 100 MeV/e.
For b less than 5°, the muon intensity at r = 100 em
is higher than at r = 50 em, while the pion intensity
at r = 100 em is much less than at r = 50 cm. The
average polarization increases with increasing
momentum, but it is still less than 40 per cent at
100 MeV/c.
In Fig. 8 the pi-mu ratio R1tJL , which is defined as
the number of pions divided by the number of
muons, is plotted for various b, for r = 50 em and
100 em. It is noticed that first, these ratios are
much smaller at r = 100 em than at r = 50 em, and
secondly, the. minima are located at momenta
between 65 MeV/c and.80 MeV/c. The ratio is not
reduced with increasing b. This is due to the fact
that the assumed limits for the integration are large
enough to admit many pions even at b = 10°.
The xx' (yy') phase-space distribution is calcu-
lated by integrating the distribution over the limited
yy' (xx') phase-space volume. The typical examples
of the xx' and yy' phase-space distributions are
given in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, for a
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(0) at r=50 em ( b) at r = 100 em
FIG. 7. Muon and pion spectra and average polarization expected at the Inisaligned window at the production angle
of 90°. The deviation angle 0 is indicated in the diagrams. The pion spectrum is given by the broken line, which is
converted to the correct one by multiplying by the factor 10 as indicated in the diagrams. The window size is specified
in the text.
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dllN Idp dx dx' _I
(MeV Ic ·cm 'rod 'sec)
5. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON POSSIBLE
CHANNELS FOR EXTRACTION
l~rger than ·that of muons, but the phase-space
distribution of the pions is located by geometJ ical
limits. The pion flux is obviously diverging for
b = 0°, but with increasing b this pion distribution
is pushed toward the upper left in the xx' phase-
space.
In Table I the average coordinates of the positiqns
where accepted muons are generated are shown for
momenta of 60 MeV/c and 100 MeV/c. It is
inferred that most of such muons are generated
about a point midway between the target and the
e.ntrance.
In contrast to the usual muon channel the
functions of the muon cloud channel are to collect
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FIG. 8. Pi-mu ratio. The distance and the devia-
tion angle are indicated in the diagram.
momentum of75 MeV/c with b = 10°, () == 90° and
r = 50 cm. The total intensity of pions is much
FIG. 9. Muon and pion distributions in the xx'
phase-space. The distribution is given for the
momentum of 75 MeV/c. The window is mis-
aligned with the deviation angle of 10°, at the
production angle of 90° and the distance of 50 cm.
The width of the window and the limits of the
angular acceptance in the y-direction are taken to
be 27.5 cm and ± 12.6°, respectively. As indicated
in the diagram the factor 10 has to be multiplied to




of the beam line. Then the incoming pi9ns are
blocked by the channel wall, or by an added
stopper.
However, it may not be adequate to reject pions
only by this geometrical misalignment. This is
especially true for high momentum pions for which
the produced muon distribution overlaps signifi-
cantly the pion distribution. If we make the
channel selective enough to make use of this simple
method, then the loss of intensity will be substantial.
Because of this problem vv'e have to make use of a
combination of this misalignment and a specific
setup and tuning of the channel.
As a possible setup, let us consider the channel
composed of a pair of quadrupole magnets with the
square cross sections of half-aperture 13 em and
length 30 cm, two successive parallel faced dipole
magnets with half-gap size 13 cm and length 75 cm
each providing 45°-bend in opposite directions, and
a pair of similar quadrupole magnets. A pion
stopper with a vertical asymmetric slit is placed
between the t,vo dipoles. The whole system is
schematically shown in Fig. 11. The names of the
elements, the' sizes of the magnets and dr~ft spaces,
and the bending angles are summarized in the first
six column~ of Table II.
The proton beam line is in the bending plane
(xx' phase-space) of this channel. The total length
from the point A of the channel entrance to point B
of the channel exit is 575 cm. The entrance
aperture is placed with a deviation angle of 10° at
(J = 90° and r = 50 cm. This setup will be referred
to hereafter as the horizontal channel.
Since there is a minimum pi-mu ratio at a
momentum between 70 MeVjc and 80 MeV/c as
seen in Fig. 8, the tuning of the whole system is
adjusted for the momentunl range from 70 MeVjc\
XIO'




























FIG. 10. Muon and pion distributions in the yy'
phase-space. The distribution is given for the
momentum of 75 MeV/c. The other half of the
diagram for the negative y-axis is omitted because
of the symmetry of the distribution with respect to
the origin. The window is misaligned with the
deviation angle of 100, at the production angle of
900 and the distance of 50 cm. The \vidth of the
window and the limits of the angular acceptance in
the x-direction are taken to be 27.5 em and ± 12.60,
respectively. As indicated in the diagram the factor
10 has to be multiplied to the value given by the
curve for the pion distribution.
number of background pions. The simplest idea is
to intentionally misalign the channel so that the
target is shifted from the optical axis. Actually the
fine adjustment of the deviation angle <5 will be
carried out by moving the target along the direction
TABLE I
Average decay position. The average decay position is given in ternlS of the average coordinates x, and z. The
channel entrance is placed at the production angle of 900. The window size is specified in the text.
Distance 50cm 100 cnl
Deviation angle 00 50 100 00 50 10°
8 60 MeV/c x 0 cnl -4.0cm -7.5 cm 0 cnl - 5.1 cnl -10.6 ClTI:::3 z -25.2 -26.4 -25.9 -50.4 -49.3 -46.7EQ)






ASYMMETRIC SLIT OF PION STOPPER
FIG. 11. Muon cloud channel. T: center of primary target; A: entrance point to the channel; B: exit point from the
channel; a: bending angle; f3I and f32: angles of the pole face rotation. The coordinates Win and Wout stand for the
inside limits of the asymmetric slit of the pion stopper. The meanings of the parameters r, (), and 0 are defined in Fig. 1.
TABLE II
Parameters for channel elements. The arrangement of the quadrupoles, (Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4) and the dipoles (B1
and B2) is given by Fig. 11. 'Defocusing', or 'focusing' in the last column refers to, the way of tuning seen in the
x-direction.
Size of the element Bending angle
Name of Length Half-width Half-height a PI andP2 Example of the tuning
element (cm) (cm) (cm) (degree) (degree) Field strength Others
Q-pole (Q1) 35.0 13.0 13.0 0.219 kG/cm defocusing
drift space 20.0 13.0 13.0
Q-po]e (Q2) 35.0 13.0 13.0 0.154 kG/cm focusing
drift space 50.0 30.0 13.0
D-pole (B1) 75.0 30.0 13.0 45.0 25.5 2.55 kG central momentum
= 75.0 MeV/c
drift space 45.0 30.0 13.0
pion stopper 5.0 Win = -13.0 cm,
Wout = 4.0 cm
drift space 45.0 30.0 13.0
D-pole (B2) 75.0 30.0 13.0 45.0 25.5 2.81 kG central momentum
= 82.5 MeV/c
drift space 50.0 30.0 13.0
Q-pole (Q3) 35.0 13.0 13.0 0.114 kG/cm focusing
drift space 20.0 13.0 13.0
Q-pole (Q4) 35.0 13.0 13.0 0.222 kG/cm defocusing
drift space 50.0 13.0 13.0




(PJL>= 37.8 per cent,
FIG. 12. Muon spectrum and average polarization
of output beam.
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There are many possible ways of choosing the'
two central momenta of. the system. A higher
muon spectrum will be obtained, for example, by
adjusting the first half of the channel to a central
momentum of 100 MeVjc, and second half to a
central momentum of 110 MeV/c. Then the
accepted range of the momentum will be scaled by
multiplying by the factor 4/3, while the height of
the spectrum will be about 1.5 tillies as large as
inferred from the curve in Fig. 7(a).
Let us' consider another possible scheme to
reduce the pion contamination at the exit. From
the practical paint of view some pion contamination













spectrum extends frqm a momentum of 67.5 M;eV/e
to 92.5 MeV/c, and its peak is at a momentum of
82.5 MeV/c. The polarization never differs much
from 40 per cent.
The muon beam intensity and the corresponding
average polarization are
NJL = 3.5 x 104 sec- 1 ,
to 90 MeV/c 'in the following manner. Thefirst
half of the system is tuned to focus the 75-MeV/c
pions diverging from the source with finite size
into a certain spatial image, with positive
x-coordinate, which is blocked by one side of the
asymmetric slit of the stopper.
Due to the dispersion effect the spot size and the
position depend upon the momentum. However,
it is shown that the image of the target in the higher
momentum part is enlarged, but is pushed further
toward the positive direction along the x-axis. The
optical magnifications of the first half of our
channel at a momentum of 75 MeV/c are -0.72
and - 5.8 in the x- and y-direction, respectively.
Taking into consideration the image size of the
3.4 cm long target we choose' the position of the
outside edge of the asymmetric slit to be Wout =
4.0 cm, while the inside slit is fully open, i.e. Win =
-13.0 em. The images of the low momentum
pions are so wide at the position of the stopper that
parts of them are not blocked. To reject these
unblocked portions of low momentum pions the
system is tuned to transform a parallel 82.5-MeV
beam into a point at the exit point B~ Then the
major part of the low momentum pions will be
blocked by the channel wall. The parameters for
this tune are given in the seventh and eighth
columns of Table II.
On the other hand, the spreading of the muons is
expected to be broad enough so that some portion
of the muon distribution will not be blocked by the
slit.. since the source points are vaguely distributed
between the target and the channel entrance, as
inferred from Table I.
In the calculation the linear approximation is
adopted for the optics and only the first order is
taken with respect to the dispersion of momentum
in the dipole magnets. The effect of the fringing
field at the edges of the dipole. magnets is taken into
account by replacing the angle of the pole face
rota60n p, for the vertical motion, by(14)
dl+sin2 p
P-p cosp ,
where d is the half-gap size, p the raclius of curva-
ture.
The evaluated muon spectrum and average
polarization of the output beam are given in Fig. 12.
No pions are transmitted. The resultant muon
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the pion contamination is much reduced by the
length of the channel. At r = 100 em and b = 0°
the pi-mu ratio is minimum at a momentum be-
tween 60 MeV/c and 70 MeV/c. In the following
consideration we suppose those values for r and b.
In order to focus the image of t~e target into a
spatially small spo~ in one direction the bending
plane is taken to be· vertical, because the effective
target size is smaller in this direction. Suppose that
the system is tuned in the same way as for the
previous horizontal channel, but the central
momenta are 65 MeV/c in the first-half portion and
71.5 MeV/c in the second-half portion. Then the
magnifications in the first-half portion at a
momentum of 65 MeV/c are - 1.0 in the x-direction
(vertical), and - 3.7 in the y-direction (horizontal).
The output muon and pion spectra are calculated
with the assumption that the effective target width
is 2.5 cm, and the width of a rectangular pion
stopper placed at the center of the cross section at
the midplane of the channel. is 3.0 cm in the
x-direction, and its length is the full size of the
aperture in the y-direction (i.e. 26.0 cm).
The pion and muon beam intensities, and the
corresponding average polarization' are
N n = 5.2x 104 sec- 1 ,
NJ.L = 1.7x 104 sec- 1 ,
and
(PJ.L> = 34.9 per cent,
respectively.
The muon spectrum ranges from a momentun1
of 52.5 MeV/c to 77.5 MeV/c. On the other hand
the pIon spectrum ·is split into tW0 parts, one of
which is the low momentum part having momenta
less than 65 MeV/c, and the" other is the high
momentum part having momenta greater than
77.5 MeV/c.
When the two bends are taken to be in the same
direction, similar results are. obtained.
The first order approximation is less reliable for
large momentum dispersion. To. confirm the
validity of our conclusion of complete ~,limination
of the pion contamination with our horizontal
channel, the accepted pion flux is traced through
the channel in a manner that takes account of the
momentum difference exactly. The calculationt
t This calculation is done with the program PRPARE of
S.Ohnuma.
shows that the pions with the momenta greater
than 100 MeV/c are lost on the wall of the first-half
portion of the channel. Some pions with the
momenta less than 75 MeV/c are distributed broadly
on the cross section at the position of the stopper,
but are lost on the wall of the second-half portion.
Pions with momenta between 75 MeVjc and
105 MeVIc are completely blocked by the stopper.
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section the magnetic channels
were studied for the transport of the muon clouds.
The background pions are removed by making use
of the fact that the source of pions (i.e. the target)
is restricted to a well-defined spatial region, so that
its image is well controlled by tuning the field
strengths. But .this holds only for a restricted
momentum range, and some means should be
provided to reduce the number of unwanted pions
without much reducing the muon intensities if we
wish to use a large momentum band. This is
attained by taking a different central momentum
for the tuning of the second portion. Since the
source of the muons is distributed over a large
spatial region between the entrance and the target,
the phase-space distribution is broad. Because of
this the muons are transmitted.
The polarization is not a consideration in this type
of the channel, since the contributions from every
decay are summed in order to get higher intensity.
The expected beam intensities for the horizontal
channel, and for the vertical channels are com-
parable to those for stopped· muon channels of the
standard type.
One example·of such a standard channel(8) gives
the following usable pion-free muon spectra at its
exit: for a central momentum tune of 90 MeV/c
maximum spectrum from forward decay muons
dNJ.L/dPJl~lxI04(MeV/c·sec)-1 at pJ.L=115
MeV/c, and another maximum from backward
decay muons 0.3 x 10~ (MeV/c· sec)-l at 50 MeV/c;
and for the central momentum tune of 180 MeV/c
the maximum spectrum from backward decay
muons Ix 10~ (MeV/c· sec)-l at 110 MeV/c.
The lower momentum muons as obtained by our
channel are more suited for stopped muon experi-
ments because of the higher capture efficiency of
low momentum muons.
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The second-half of our channel is adjusted for a
tune which transforms a parallel beam with a given
larger central momentum into a spatial spot. But
there will be room for inlprovement in tuning by
optimizing the muon intensity.
In our two bend system pions enter the channel.
Most of these disappear at the stopper and the rest
hit the channel wall in the second portion. There-
fore, some muons will be produced, with acceptable
momenta from large angle decays. These contri-
butions may change the beam intensity and the
average polarization, but not slibstantially~
It is remarked that more muons will be' trans-
mitted if pion contamination is allowable to some
extent. One such approach will be to make use of
a very long channel with small b, and to adjust it
for low momeI1tum muons.
To increase the channel acceptance it may be
helpful to use gradient magnets, or a sol~noid
channel as part of the system. The gradient 111agnet
will be effective also for the necessary'bending.
The merits of our two-bend system are in its
simplicity and versatility. In principle, the
gradients of the quadr~'pole field and the gap sizes
of the asymmetry slit are adjustable for any
central momentum. Our channel can also be an
achromatic, or monochromatic system simply by
choosing appropriate, tune. Therefore, it can be
usable. as the pion channel. And furthermore, it
may be compatible with other channels which are
set for the same target.
No calculations are carried out for the study of
beam purity. However, a two-bend system will
be quite effective in reducing· the intensities of the
neutral components (i.e. neutron and gamma ray)
produced inside the target. The- source of the
electrons produced from the decays of nO is also
located to the target. Therefore most of those
electrons whose momenta are within the band
characteristic to the channel will be removed along
with the background pions. The electrons from the
rare decay modes of pions form negligible contribu-
tions. The troublesome components will be second-
arily produced from the inside wall of the channel
by the scattering of pion~ and other particles.
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